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By George Redman

D. Williams. Paperback. Condition: New. 112 pages. Dimensions: 9.5in. x 7.2in. x 0.3in.After the 1947
Roswell UFO crash; the US government create MJ12, a secret organisation tasked to repel a feared
alien invasion. It is directed by twelve key men who have either government, business or military
connections. They have ultimate authority in regard to E. T. activity superceeding that of the US
President and Congress. During the following sixty years, thousands of human abductions take
place throughout the world. MJ12 believe the grey skinned aliens, have a breeding programme, as
abductees have samples of either eggs or sperm extracted. However to avoid mass hysteria, they
advise the worlds governments to deny UFO existence, and to encourage media ridicule of reported
abductions. Part of greys agenda entails creating children with specific genes compatible with their
own, as a virus previously infects their entire population making them sterile. Their hope is to
recreate themselves by using the test-tube babies, after millions of them die, and they reach near
extinction. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La
Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. I am just happy to explain how this is the very best
ebook i actually have read within my individual existence and could be he finest book for ever.
-- Cydney Hand-- Cydney Hand

Excellent e-book and useful one. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time period. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- Pasquale Klocko-- Pasquale Klocko
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